We extend Exel's ample tight groupoid construction to non-ample groupoids, even in the general locally Hausdorff case.
Introduction
Background. The present paper is a continuation of our earlier work in [BS19b] , where we extended Exel's tight groupoid construction from ample to non-ample groupoids in the Hausdorff case. When Exel's construction produces a non-Hausdorff groupoid G, our construction in [BS19b] still applies but instead produces a kind of 'Hausdorffification' of G. On the one hand, this is advantageous because Hausdorff spaces are generally easier to work with. But on the other hand, it would be nice if we could construct more general locally Hausdorff spaces and groupoids in a similar way. The goal of this paper is to show that this can indeed be achieved by 'localising' our previous construction in an appropriate manner.
Outline. We start in §1 with a brief review pseudobases and an investigation of stronger bi-pseudobases. In §2, we move on to examine the locally tight spectrum of locally tight filters in local bi-pseudobases. The key result here is Theorem 2.13, which says the locally tight spectrum of P is Hausdorff iff it agrees with the tight spectrum iff P is a bi-pseudobasis. As mentioned after the proof, this generalises the Hausdorff characterisation of Exel's tight groupoid from [EP16, Theorem 3.16 ].
Next we show in §3 that abstract local bi-pseudobases can indeed be represented as appropriately defined concrete local bi-pseudobases. Conversely, Theorem 3.4 says that we can always recover a space from a from a given concrete local bipseudobasis via the locally tight spectrum, thus providing a duality which encompasses various Stone duality extensions.
In §4 we discuss ordered groupoids in a slightly more general context than usual (with transitive relations rather than preorders or partial orders) and how they relate to inverse semigroups. We then examine cosets and their groupoid structure in §5, returning to focus on locally tight filters in §6. The key results here are Theorem 6.3, which shows that the locally tight spectrum is anétale groupoid, and Theorem 6.5, which shows conversely how to recover anétale groupoid, generalising [Exe10, Theorem 4.8] .
Let us point out that the first half ( §1- §3) is purely order theoretic/topological, as opposed to the more algebraic second half ( §4- §6). This continues the order theoretic approach initiated in [Len08] and maintained in several subsequent papers (see [LL13] and [LMS13] ). We hope this not only clarifies the topological aspect of the locally tight groupoid construction but also makes it more accessible to topologists.
The following diagram summarises how this paper fits into previous Stone duality extensions, going down in increasing generality. Stone (1936) [Sto36] Boolean Algebras All Clopen Subsets Compact Hausdorff 0-Dimensional Spaces De Vries (1962) [Vri62] Compingent Algebras Regular c• -∪ • -∩-Bases Compact Hausdorff Spaces Wallman (1938) [Wal38] Normal Lattices ∪-∩-Bases Compact Hausdorff Spaces Lawson (2012) [Law12] Boolean Inverse Semigroups All Compact Open Bisections Hausdorff Ample Groupoids Shirota (1952) [Shi52] R-Lattices Regular ∪
• -∩-Bases Locally Compact Hausdorff Spaces [BS19a] Basic Inverse Semigroups ∪-Baseś Etale Groupoids [BS19b] Pseudobasic Inverse Semigroups Pseudobases HausdorffÉtale Groupoids
[This Paper] Local Bi-Pseudobasic Ordered Groupoids
Local Bi-Pseudobases Locally HausdorffÉtale Groupoids
Abstract Bi-Pseudobases
First let us recall some general notational conventions from [BS19b] .
Definition 1.1. For any Q ⊆ P and ≺ ⊆ P × P , we define
We extend ≺ to a binary relation on P(P ) = {Q : Q ⊆ P } by defining
From ≺ we define relations D and C on P(P ) by
We refer the reader to [BS19b, Proposition 2.14] for basic properties of D and C.
In [BS19b] we investigated 'pseudobases'. In the present paper we will be primarily concerned with slightly stronger '(local) bi-pseudobases'.
Definition 1.2. Assume ≺ is a transitive round relation on P , i.e. for all p ∈ P ,
We then call (P, ≺) an abstract (local) (bi-)pseudobasis if, for all p, q ∈ P ,
Here denotes the lower preorder defined from ≺ by
Remark 1.3. Note ≺ itself is a preorder iff ≺ = . In this case it suffices to consider p ′ = p and q ′ = q above, in which case (Bi-Pseudobasis) is called the 'weak meet condition' and the resulting structure a 'weak semilattice' in [LL13, §1 Preliminaries] and [Ste10] (in the comments just before Theorem 5.17). Indeed, up until now, the tight groupoid construction has only been considered for the canonical partial order ≤ on an inverse semigroup. However, in more general *-semigroups, the canonical order is only a transitive relation and it is vital to be able to handle these in the same way if we want to unify the tight groupoid construction with the Weyl groupoid construction -see [Bic19] .
From Definition 1.2 we immediately see that
All these conditions are also immediately seen to be 'downwards hereditary', i.e. if P is an abstract (local) (bi-)pseudobasis and Q ≻ ⊆ Q ⊆ P then Q is also an abstract (local) (bi-)pseudobasis. Also note (Pseudobasis) is saying every cover has a 'shrinking', i.e.
In fact, as shown in [BS19b, Proposition 2.3], (Shrinking) can be strengthened to
As the name suggests, any abstract pseudobasis P can be realised as a concrete pseudobasis of some locally compact Hausdorff space, the points of the space being the tight subsets of P . To define these, first let Q (which corresponds to Q ∧ in [Law12] ) denote the formal meet of any Q ⊆ P given by
In other words, T is tight iff T is round (T ⊆ T ≺ ) and, for all finite F, G ⊆ P ,
Here
In most constructions of topological spaces from order structures, the points are defined to be certain kinds of filters, i.e. subsets T satisfying
This includes Exel's tight spectrum and the more general locally tight spectrum we consider in the present paper. However, it is important to note that the tight subsets defined above need only satisfy the weaker condition T = T ≺ , i.e.
Indeed, it is crucial to consider these more general non-filter round up-sets when dealing with general pseudobases, as we did in [BS19b] .
However, in bi-pseudobases, tight subsets will automatically be filters. Moreover, this fact characterises bi-pseudobases among pseudobases.
Theorem 1.5. If (P, ≺) is an abstract pseudobasis, the following are equivalent.
P is an abstract bi-pseudobasis.
Proof. Consider the following statement: for all non-empty finite Φ, Ψ ⊆ P(P ),
We immediately see that (1.6) ⇒ (1.5) ⇓ ⇓
(1.4) ⇒ (1.2) Thus it suffices to prove
For the first implication, say (1.2) holds and take tight T ⊆ P . For any p, q ∈ T = T ≺ , we have p ′ , q ′ ∈ T with p ′ ≺ p and q ′ ≺ q.
T contains a lower bound of p and q. As p and q were arbitrary, T is downwards directed and hence a filter.
For the second implication, say (1.6) fails, so we have non-empty finite Φ, Ψ ⊆ P(P ) such that, for all R ∈ Ψ, we have Q ∈ Φ with Q C R but
By (C-Shrinking), for each R ∈ Ψ and Q ∈ Φ with Q C R, we have a sequence (F n ) of finite subsets such that, for all n,
Indeed, if this were not true then, as Q C F n and hence Q D F n , [BS19b, Proposition 1.5 (1.5)] would yield 
As before, for all m and n, we have
Yet again, König's lemma means we can take (f ′ n ) decreasing. Continuing in this way, we obtain a decreasing sequence for each element of Ψ. Let U be the union of these sequences, so U ⊆ U ≺ , U ≺ ∩ R = ∅, for all R ∈ Ψ, and, for all finite F ⊆ U , But this means T contains a finite subset F which intersects every subset in Ψ, so any lower bound of F would be in R∈Ψ R ≻ and hence not in T . Thus T is not downwards directed and so not a filter.
The (1.2)⇒(1.3) part of Theorem 1.5 above generalises the fact that any maximal centred subset in a bi-pseudobasis must be an ultrafilter, as noted for posets in [LL13, Proposition 1.4]. Even if P is not a bi-pseudobasis, we can sometimes still show that the maximal centred filters are at least dense in the tight spectrum.
Proposition 1.6. If P is a countable pseudobasis then the maximal centred filters are dense in T (P ) = {T ⊆ P : T is tight} with the topology generated by
If a filter is maximal centred then it is tight, by [BS19b, Proposition 2.9]. If T ∈ N p R then we have q ≺ p with q ⊥ R (otherwise p D R C P \ T and hence p C P \ T , contradicting the tightness of T ). Enumerate P as a sequence (p n ). Set q 1 = q and recursively define a sequence (q n ) as follows. Having defined q n , find the smallest k such that q n ≺ p k and q n ⊥ p k . Then just take any q n+1 with q n , p k ≻ q n+1 , noting that, as q n+1 ≺ p k , the next k will be strictly larger (in the rare event that there was no such k to begin with, the roundness of P would imply q n ≺ q n , in which case we could set q m = q n , for all m > n). By construction, for every p ∈ P , we can find q n with q n ≺ p or q n ⊥ p. Thus the upwards closure U of (q n ) will be maximal centred. As (q n ) is ≺-decreasing, U will also be a filter. As q ∈ U , U ∈ N q ∅ ⊆ N p R . As N p R was an arbitrary non-empty basic open set, this shows that the maximal centred filters are indeed dense in T (P ).
Note that filters are determined by their initial segments, specifically
In bi-pseudobases, tightness is also determined by initial segments.
Proposition 1.7. If (P, ≺) is an abstract bi-pseudobasis and ∅ = T ⊆ p ≻ then
Proof. Say T is tight in p ≻ . By (1.3), T is a filter in p ≻ so T ≺ is a filter in P . Thus to prove that T ≺ is tight in P it suffices to show that
As T is tight in p ≻ , this implies t / ∈ T , thus proving (1.11).
In other words, 'locally' tight filters are automatically tight in bi-pseudobases. This suggests that we might be able to generalise the theory of tight filters in bipseudobases by 'localising', i.e. considering locally tight filters in local bi-pseudobases. Indeed this is the case, as we show in the next section. Moreover, this local generalisation is crucial if we want our theory to apply to all inverse semigroups with their canonical order -see Example 1.9 below.
But before moving on, let us just point out that in (Local Bi-Pseudobasis) we can use the given order ≺ rather than its lower preorder if we already know that P is an abstract pseudobasis. Proposition 1.8. An abstract local bi-pseudobasis is an abstract pseudobasis s.t.
(1.12)
Proof. Taking r = s = q and r ′ = s ′ in (Local Bi-Pseudobasis), we see that any abstract local bi-pseudobasis is an abstract pseudobasis. Also (1.12) follows immediately from (Local Bi-Pseudobasis) and the fact that weakens ≺ (because ≺ is transitive so p ≺ q implies p ≻ ⊆ q ≻≻ ⊆ q ≻ ). Conversely, say P is an abstract pseudobasis satisfying (1.12) and take r, r ′ , s, s ′ , q with r ′ ≺ r q and s ′ ≺ s q. By (Shrinking), we have finite F with r ′ C F ≺ r q, and hence F ≺ q. Likewise, (Shrinking) yields finite G with s ′ C G ≺ s q, and hence G ≺ q. By the (1.2) ⇒ (1.5) part of Theorem 1.5 applied within q ≻ ,
Thus r ′≻ ∩ s ′≻ C r ≻ ∩ s ≻ , showing that P is an abstract local bi-pseudobasis.
Example 1.9. Say (P, ≤) is a 'generalised local ∧-semilattice', i.e. a poset where every bounded pair p, q ≤ r is either disjoint p ⊥ q or has an infimum p ∧ q, i.e.
As p ′ ≤ p and q ′ ≤ q implies p ′ ∧ q ′ ≤ p ∧ q, it follows that (P, ≤) is an abstract local bi-pseudobasis.
In particular, we can consider an inverse semigroup S in its canonical ordering
As shown in [Law98, §1.4 Lemma 12 (3)], bounded (or even compatible) pairs p, q ∈ S always have meets, specifically p ∧ q = pp −1 q. So if S is an inverse semigroup with 0 then P = S \ {0} is an abstract local bi-pseudobasis with respect to the canonical order on S. In this case our locally tight groupoid of P will be the same as Exel's tight groupoid of S (see the comments after Theorem 6.5).
Locally Tight Filters
Throughout this section, (P, ≺) is an abstract local bi-pseudobasis.
More explicitly, T = T ≺ is locally tight iff, for all s, t ∈ Q and finite F ⊆ Q,
In contrast to our earlier work in [BS19b] , we will usually want T itself to be a filter as well. In this case, as in (1.10), to verify local tightness it suffices to consider a single initial segment of T .
Proposition 2.2. If T is a filter in P then, for any t ∈ T ,
Proof. If T is locally tight in P then, by definition, T ∩ t ≻ tight (and hence locally tight) in t ≻ . Conversely, say T ∩ t ≻ is locally tight in t ≻ . For any s ∈ T , we have r ∈ T with r ≺ s, t, as T is a filter. As r ≺ t, T ∩ r ≻ is tight in r ≻ . As r ≺ s and s ≻ is an abstract bi-pseudobasis, it follows from (1.10) (taking r for p and s ≻ for
Definition 2.3. The locally tight spectrum L(P ) is the set of all non-empty locally tight filters in P with the topology generated by the sets
One should compare the locally tight spectrum L(P ) with the tight spectrum T (P ) from [BS19a, Definition 2.12] (see (1.9) above). Intuitively, T (P ) has more open sets than L(P ) as there no R C p restriction. This bounding restriction is important, just as it is in the order theoretic constructions of Paterson's universal groupoid and Exel's tight groupoid in [LL13] . Essentially, this is the reason why T (P ) is always Hausdorff but L(P ) is only locally Hausdorff. However, these remarks are not really precise as T (P ) and L(P ) may not even have the same points -T (P ) can contain tight subsets that are not filters, while L(P ) can contain filters that are not tight, only locally tight (also R C p ≻ \ T can be strictly stronger than R C P \ T ). Although if P is countable then T (P ) and L(P ) do at least share a dense subspace of maximal centred filters, by Proposition 1.6 and Proposition 2.7 below (modifying the proof with the same enumeration argument). And when P is a bi-pseudobasis, the difference between L(P ) and T (P ) disappears -see Theorem 2.13 below.
As R C p ≻ \ T means R D F ≺ p ≻ \ T , for some finite F ⊆ P , it would suffice to consider the smaller subbasis (O p r ) r≺p generating the topology of L(P ). On the other hand, to get a basis, we need to consider more general sets. Let
. By (C-Shrinking) again and the fact that
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 2.5 and the fact that
Recall that an ultrafilter is a maximal filter. Every ultrafilter is locally tight and, moreover, every locally tight filter is a limit of ultrafilters.
Proposition 2.7. Ultrafilters are dense in L(P ).
Proof. Say we have p, q ∈ P and finite F ⊂ P such that p, F ≺ q and O p,q F = ∅.
Let U be any ultrafilter containing r. As U is a filter, U ∩ q ≻ must also be a maximal filter in q ≻ . In fact, U ∩ q ≻ must be maximal even among round centred subsets of q ≻ , otherwise U ∩ q ≻ could be extended to a maximal round centred subset, which would be tight in q ≻ , by [BS19b, Proposition 2.9], and hence a filter in q ≻ , by Theorem 1.5. Thus U ∩q ≻ is indeed tight in q ≻ , again by [BS19b, Proposition 2.9], and hence locally tight in P , by Proposition 2. 
F , a contradiction. But this means that U ∩ t ≻ is not maximal in t ≻ , by [BS19b, Proposition 2.9 (2.2)]. Thus we have a filter V in t ≻ properly extending U ∩ t ≻ , which means V ≺ is a filter properly extending U , i.e. U is not an ultrafilter.
At this point, one might wonder why we do not restrict our attention to ultrafilters. One key reason is that ultrafilters on their own may not be locally compact.
Example 2.9. Consider the full countable infinitely branching tree or, more concretely, let P = N <ω be the poset of all finite sequences of natural numbers ordered by extension, i.e. p ≺ q means p ⊇ q. Then the ultrafilters in the topology above can be identified with the infinite sequences N ω in their usual product topology, i.e. the Baire space. This is homeomorphic to the irrationals in their usual subspace topology which is certainly not locally compact.
In contrast, every filter in P is (locally) tight and these can be identified with arbitrary sequences, both finite and infinite, in a topology which makes them homeomorphic to the Cantor space.
Note that if we considered the full binary tree {0, 1} <ω instead then (subsequences of) finite sequences would no longer be (locally) tight, i.e. in this case every (locally) tight filter would be an ultrafilter. More generally, locally tight filters coincide with ultrafilters precisely when P satisfies a generalisation of the 'trapping condition' from [Law12] .
Theorem 2.10. The following conditions on P are equivalent.
, and hence T is also an ultrafilter in P (if not, then we could extend T to an ultrafilter U , take u ∈ U \ T and
By (C-Shrinking), we have a sequence (F n ) of finite subsets such that
for all n ∈ N. As in the proof of Theorem 1.5, König's lemma yields
Then [BS19b, Theorem 2.11] (with Q, R and S there replaced by ∅, (f n ) and (Q ≻ ∩ R ′⊥ ) ∪ R) yields a tight subset of p ≻ containing (f n ) but disjoint from (Q ≻ ∩ R ′⊥ ) and R. Taking the upwards closure yields a locally tight filter T again containing (f n ) but disjoint from (Q ≻ ∩ R ′⊥ ) and R. Thus
T is a filter, by replacing s with a lower bound of s and some f n in T if necessary we may assume that s ∈ Q ≻ . Also, we must have s ⊥ R ′ , otherwise any maximal filter U containing some element of In contrast to T (P ), the entirety of L(P ) is not always Hausdorff. Indeed this happens precisely when T (P ) and L(P ) coincide, which also characterises bi-pseudobases among local bi-pseudobases.
Theorem 2.13. The following are equivalent.
(1) L(P ) = T (P ).
(2) L(P ) is Hausdorff.
(3) P is an abstract bi-pseudobasis.
Proof.
(1)⇒(2) By [BS19b, Proposition 2.17], T (P ) is always Hausdorff.
(2)⇒(3) If P is not a bi-pseudobasis then we have non-filter T ∈ T (P ), by Theorem 1.5.
Take p, q ∈ T with no lower bound in T . As T is tight, T ∩ p ≻ is tight in p ≻ and also a filter in p ≻ , as p ≻ is a bi-pseudobasis, so U = (T ∩ p ≻ ) ≺ is a locally tight filter in P . As mentioned in Example 1.9, the above results apply in particular when P = S \ {0} and ≺ is the canonical ordering ≤ on an inverse semigroup or ∧-semilattice S. In this case, there are several corresponding results in the literature, namely 
In Exel's terminology, this is saying that p ≥ ∩ q ≥ has a finite cover which, as we are in an inverse semigroup, is the same as saying (pp −1 ) ≥ ∩ (qp −1 ) ≥ has a finite cover. But this last set is just the collection J qp −1 of idempotents below qp −1 , as in [EP16, Theorem 3.16].
Concrete Local Bi-Pseudobases
So far we know that any abstract local bi-pseudobasis (P, ≺) can be represented as a collection of open sets (O p ) p∈P in its locally tight spectrum L(P ). While (O p ) p∈P will not always form a basis of L(P ) (see Theorem 2.10), it will form a very similar slightly weaker kind of structure that we can axiomatise as follows. Proposition 3.3. If (P, ≺) is an abstract local bi-pseudobasis then (O p ) p∈P is a concrete local bi-pseudobasis of its locally tight spectrum L(P ).
Proof.
(Locally Hausdorff) See Theorem 2.11.
(Cover) As every T ∈ L(P ) is non-empty, we have some t ∈ T and hence
Conversely, any concrete local bi-pseudobasis is an abstract local bi-pseudobasis w.r.t. ⋐. Moreover, we can recover the space from the locally tight spectrum, thus yielding a duality between concrete and abstract local bi-pseudobases.
Theorem 3.4. If P is a concrete local bi-pseudobasis of X then (P, ⋐) is an abstract local bi-pseudobasis. Moreover, X is homeomorphic to L(P ) via the map
Proof. Certainly ⋐ is transitive. Also ⋐ is round on P , by (Point-Filter). It also follows from (Point-Filter) that the lower preorder of ⋐ is just inclusion ⊆. By (Locally Hausdorff), any p ∈ P is a Hausdorff subspace so r ′ ⋐ r ⊆ p and s ′ ⋐ s ⊆ p means that r ′ ∩ p and s ′ ∩ p are compact and contained r and s respectively. As intersections of compact subsets are again compact in Hausdorff spaces, r ′ ∩ s ′ ∩ p is also compact and contained in r ∩ s. For each x ∈ r ′ ∩ s ′ ∩ p, (Cover) and (Point-Filter) yield p x , q x ∈ P with x ∈ p x ⋐ q x ⋐ r ∩ s. By compactness, we have a finite Y ⊆ X such that r ′ ∩ s ′ ∩ p ⊆ x∈Y p x . Thus, by (Point-Filter),
, by the definition of C, means r ′⋑ ∩ s ′⋑ C r ⋑ ∩ s ⋑ . This shows that (P, ⋐) satisfies (Local Bi-Pseudobasis). Now each p ∈ P is a locally compact Hausdorff subspace of X with concrete pseudobasis p ⋑ . Thus x → T x ∩ p ⋑ is homeomorphism from p onto T (p ⋑ ), by [BS19b, Theorem 2.45]. But as in noted in the proof of (2.11), T → T ∩ p ⋑ is a homeomorphism from O p ⊆ L(P ) onto T (p ⋑ ). Thus x → T x is a homeomorphism from p onto O p . As p was arbitrary, this shows that x → T x is a local homeomorphism. But (O p ) p∈P covers L(P ) so this map is also surjective. By (Separating), x → T x is also injective and hence a (total) homeomorphism. 
Ordered Groupoids
Now we move on to a non-commutative extension of our construction by adding some groupoid structure, both to our topological spaces and our local bi-pseudobases. More precisely, we obtainétale groupoids from ordered groupoids.
Remark 4.1. Exel's original tight groupoid construction uses inverse semigroups rather than ordered groupoids. However, this would necessarily impose a ∧-semilattice structure on the units/idempotents, even though we have not needed any ∧-semilattice structure so far. To avoid this restriction we use more general ordered groupoids instead, which also turn out to be more suitable for some of the examples we have in mind. However, ordered groupoids and inverse semigroups are still closely related -see Proposition 4.6 below and the comments after.
Recall that a groupoid G is a small category where all the morphisms are invertible. As usual, we identify objects with their identity morphisms which we call units and denote by G (0) . We also denote composable pairs in G by G (2) , i.e. G (2) = {(p, q) : p, q ∈ G and pq is defined}.
We also denote the range and source maps by r and s, i.e. r(p) = pp −1 and s(p) = p −1 p.
Definition 4.2. An ordered groupoid (G, ·, −1 , ≺) is a groupoid G together with a transitive relation ≺ on G that preserves and reflects the formulas pq, p −1 and p −1 p, i.e. for all p, q, r ∈ G with (p, q) ∈ G (2) ,
Remark 4.3. As mentioned after [Law98, §4.1 Proposition 3], it is important to note that when G is a group this is much stronger than the usual notion -ordered groups are usually just required to satisfy the ⇐ part of (4.1). If ≺ is also reflexive then the ⇒ part of (4.1) follows, but further imposing (4.2) forces ≺ to be symmetric and hence an equivalence relation, i.e. a group congruence. Further imposing (4.3) then forces ≺ to be the the equality relation = on the group G.
Note we are using 'ordered' here in the broad sense of an arbitrary transitive relation, while the definition given [Law98, §4.1] refers only to partial orders. In this case they agree, although the phrasing is somewhat different. Indeed, using the essentially the same kind of arguments as in [Law98, §4.1 Proposition 3 and 4], we can show that it suffices for preservation (⇐) to hold in (4.1) and reflection (⇒) to hold in (4.3) (while they amount to the same thing in (4.2)).
Proposition 4.4. An order ≺ makes a groupoid G an ordered groupoid iff
Proof. As p −1−1 = p, (4.5) immediately yields (4.2). Also (4.6) is the ⇒ part of (4.3), while the ⇐ part is immediate from (4.4) and (4.5). Likewise, (4.4) is the ⇐ part of (4.1), so all we need to prove is the ⇒ part. To see this, say r ≺ pq so, by (4.5), r −1 ≺ q −1 p −1 and hence, by (4.4), rr −1 ≺ pqq −1 p −1 = pp −1 . By (4.6), we have p ′ ≺ p with rr −1 = p ′ p ′−1 . Thus p ′−1 ≺ p −1 , by (4.5), and p ′ p ′−1 r = rr −1 r = r ≺ pq so, by (4.4), p ′−1 r = p ′−1 p ′ p ′−1 r ≺ p −1 pq = q. Setting q ′ = p ′−1 r, we get r = p ′ p ′−1 r = p ′ q ′ . Thus ≺ does indeed reflect pq so G is an ordered groupoid.
One thing (4.6) immediately tells us is that units are downwards closed, i.e.
Another thing to note is that the q is (4.6) is unique. Indeed, if q, q ′ ≺ p and e = r(q) = r(q ′ ) then (q −1 , q ′ ) ∈ G (2) and q −1 q ′ ≺ p −1 p, so we have p ′ ≺ p with q −1 q ′ = p ′−1 p ′ and hence q ′ =−1 q ′ = qp ′−1 p = q. As in [Law98, §4.1], we denote this 'restriction' by e |p, i.e. e |p is uniquely defined by e |p ≺ p and r( e |p) = e.
Likewise, if e ≺ p −1 p then we define p| e = ( e |p −1 ) −1 , so p| e (uniquely) satisfies p| e ≺ p and s(p| e ) = e.
Here are some basic results on sources of bounded subsets in ordered groupoids.
Proposition 4.5. If (G, ≺) is an ordered groupoid and Q, R ≺ p ∈ G then
Proof.
(4.7) For any q ∈ Q ≺ p and r ≺ p, if (q −1 , r) ∈ G (2) then r(q) = r(r) = e so q = r = e |p and hence q −1 r = q −1 q = s(q). Thus (4.9) By (4.1) and (4.7), Typical examples of ordered groupoids come from inverse semigroups. Indeed, any inverse semigroup S has a canonical partial order defined by
and by restricting the product pq to the case p −1 p =−1 we immediately obtain an ordered groupoid (S, ≤) -see [Law98, §3.1]. More generally, we have the following.
Proposition 4.6. Say S is an inverse semigroup and ≺ is a transitive relation on S strengthening ≤ and preserving the product and inverse operations, i.e.
Then S ≻ is an ordered groupoid w.r.t. ≺ under the restricted product.
Proof. By (4.14) and (4.15), S ≻ is closed under the product and inverse operations and hence forms a groupoid under the restricted product. Also (4.14) and (4.15) immediately yield (4.4) and (4.5), so the only thing left to prove is (4.6). So take p, r ∈ S ≻ with r ≺ p −1 p. Thus we have some q ∈ S with p ≺ q and hence p ≤ q, by (4.13), so p = pp −1 p = qp −1 p ≻ pr, by (4.14). Again by (4.13), r ≤ p −1 p so r = r −1 r = r −1 p −1 pr. Thus we can take p| r = pr, as required.
Remark 4.7. Typically, S above will also have a 0 which we will want to remove so that (S, ≺) can form a non-trivial local bi-pseudobasis.
Conversely, given an ordered groupoid (G, ≺), its downwards closed bisections
are immediately seen to form an inverse semigroup. The canonical order here is just inclusion ⊆, which is strengthened by the transitive relation ≺ ≺ given by
Moreover, p → p ≻ maps G to B ≻ (G) and preserves the ordered groupoid structure, i.e. for any p, q ∈ G, we have p −1≻ = p ≻−1 , (pq) ≻ = p ≻ q ≻ (if (p, q) ∈ G (2) ) and
This often allows us to identify G with its image under this map, thus embedding the ordered groupoid (G, ≺) into an ordered semigroup (S, ≺ ≺). However, in general there are some technicalities to consider, e.g. p → p ≻ may not be injective and, even when it is, the converse to (4.16) may fail. Also, ≺ ≺ may fail to preserve the product in B ≻ (G), i.e. we can have B ≺ ≺ B ′ and C ≺ ≺ C ′ even though BC ≺ ≺ B ′ C ′ . Thus in general, ordered groupoids (G, ≺) are significantly weaker than the 'ordered inverse semigroups' (S, ≺) appearing in Proposition 4.6. However, in the classical case when ≺ is a partial order ≤, these technicalities disappear and (G, ≤) can always be embedded in (B ≥ (G), ⊆) or the potentially smaller inverse semigroup S it generates in B ≥ (G). We can even have S = G, i.e. G itself can be considered as inverse semigroup, namely when G (0) is a ∧-semilattice, as shown in the Ehresmann-Schein-Nambooripad Theorem (see [Law98, §4.1 Theorem 8]).
The Coset Groupoid
From now on (G, ≺) is a fixed ordered groupoid. 
These are analogous to the atlases and cosets defined for inverse semigroups in [Law98] . Indeed, in inverse semigroups with their canonical order, unit-directedness already follows from AA −1 A ⊆ A when interpreted with the original unrestricted product. When we restrict the product to obtain a groupoid, unit-directedness has to be added as an explicit extra condition.
Moreover, for any a ∈ A,
As A is unit-directed, we can take e ∈ s[A] with s(a ′ ), s(b ′ ) ≻ e and then a| e = a ′ | e ∈ A and b| e = b ′ | e ∈ A. As ab −1 ≻ a| e b| −1 e , it follows that ab −1 ∈ (AA −1 ) ≺ . As a and b where arbitrary, this shows that A ≺ A ≺−1 ⊆ (AA −1 ) ≺ .
Say a ∈ (AA −1 ) ≺ , b ∈ A ≺ and ab is defined. Take c, d ∈ A with a ≻ cd −1 and b ′ ∈ A with b ′ ≺ b. As A is unit-directed, we can take e ∈ r[A] with r(d), r(b ′ ) ≻ e. Then e |b = e |b ′ ∈ A, e |d ∈ A and c| s(e|d) ∈ A. It follows that ab ≻ c| s(e|d) d −1 | ee |b, showing that (AA −1 ) ≺ A ≺ ⊆ (AA −1 A) ≺ .
(5.1) As
Conversely, if e ∈ s(a) ≻ ∩(A −1 A) ≺ then b −1 c ≺ e ≺ a −1 a, for some b, c ∈ A, and then a| e ≻ a| s(c) ∈ A so a e ∈ a ≻ ∩ A ≺ and e = s(a| e ) ∈ s[a ≻ ∩ A ≺ ]. (5.2) Using (4.8) and (5.1) we get
Likewise, for any unit directed A, we see that
Proposition 5.3. If A is an atlas then A ≺ is a coset. 
as AA −1 A ⊆ A, so Ag ≻ is also an atlas.
Proposition 5.5. If A is a coset and e ∈ s[A] ≺ then
Conversely, for any a ∈ A, we have f ∈ s[A] with s(a), e ≻ f and then a ≻ a| f = a| f f ∈ Ae ≻ , showing that A ⊆ (Ae ≻ ) ≺ . Now, for the second equality, just note that 
The above results can also be applied to the opposite groupoid, e.g. if (A −1 A) ≺ = (BB −1 ) ≺ and a ∈ A then Proposition 5.6 applied to the opposite groupoid yields
Let C(G) denote the non-empty cosets, i.e.
Theorem 5.7. C(G) forms a groupoid under the inverse A → A −1 and product
Proof. Whenever A, B ∈ C(G), (A −1 A) ≺ = (BB −1 ) ≺ and a ∈ A, Proposition 5.3, Proposition 5.4 and Proposition 5.6 yield (AB) ≺ = (a ≻ B) ≺ ∈ C(G), i.e. the product is well-defined. Moreover, in this case Proposition 5.5 yields
then the product of (AB) ≺ and C is also defined and is given by
. Likewise, the product of A and (BC) ≺ is defined and is given by
i.e. the product is associative. As A ∈ C(G), we immediately see that
. Likewise, (AA −1 ) ≺ is a unit in C(G) and hence A −1 is indeed an inverse of A in C(G). Thus C(G) is indeed a groupoid.
Proof. If A ∈ C(G) is a unit then ∅ = r[A] ⊆ (AA −1 ) ≺ ∩G (0) = A∩G (0) . Conversely, if e ∈ A∩G (0) ⊆ s[A] then Proposition 5.5 and Proposition 5.6 yield A = (Ae ≻ ) ≺ = (AA −1 ) ≺ so A is a unit in C(G).
We call I ⊆ G an ideal if, for all g ∈ G,
Note every ideal is, in particular, a full subgroupoid, i.e.
(Full Subgroupoid) g ∈ I ⇔ s(g) ∈ I and r(g) ∈ I.
Let F (G) denote the non-empty filters in G.
Proposition 5.9. F (G) forms an ideal in C(G). 
Proof. First we show that every filter
For any a, b, c ∈ A such that ab −1 c is defined, we can take d ∈ A with a, b, c ≻ d and then ab −1 c ≻ dd −1 d = d ∈ A. Thus ab −1 c ∈ A ≺ ⊆ A, so A is an atlas and hence a coset, as A ≺ ⊆ A. Next note that if A is directed then so is Ag ≻ , for any g ∈ G. Indeed, if a, b ∈ A and aj and bk are defined, for some j and k below g, then we can take c ∈ A with a, b ≻ c and aj, bk ≻ c s(c) |g ∈ Ag ≻ . Thus if A ∈ C(G) and (AA −1 ) ≺ ∈ F (G) then, for any a ∈ A, Proposition 5.6 yields A = (AA −1 A) ≺ = (AA −1 a ≻ ) ≺ so A is also directed and hence a filter.
The Locally Tight Groupoid
Let (G, ≺) be an ordered groupoid and an abstract local bi-pseudobasis. Now we move on to consider locally tight filters L(G) ⊆ F (G).
Proof. Take t ∈ T with r(t) ≺ s(g) so p = g| r(t) t ∈ (g ≻ T ) ≺ . For any q ≺ p, we have q = g ′ t ′ for g ′ ≺ g and t ′ ≺ t. By Proposition 5.4, g ≻ T is unit-directed so
by (5.2) and Proposition 5.5. Then (4.12) yields
Corollary 6.2. L(G) forms an ideal in F (G).
Proof. It suffices to show that, for any T ∈ F (G),
For this all we need to do is take t ∈ T and note that, by Proposition 5.6 and Proposition 6.1, T ∈ L(G) implies (T −1 T ) ≺ = (t −1≻ T ) ≺ ∈ L(G) and conversely
The only thing left to consider is the topology on L(G) and how it interacts with the groupoid structure. Recall that a topological groupoid is a groupoid together with a topology that makes the inverse and product (when it is defined) continuous. Anétale groupoid is a topological groupoid such that the source map s is an open map (and hence a local homeomorphism -see [Res07, Theorem 5.18]). Theorem 6.3. L(G) is a locally compact locally Hausdorffétale groupoid.
Proof. By Corollary 2.12, L(G) is locally compact and locally Hausdorff, we just need to show that L(G) is alsoétale. First recall that (O p,q F ) p,F ≺q F is finite forms a basis for L(G), by Corollary 2.6. As
, inversion is immediately seen to be continuous. To see that the product is also continuous, take T, U ∈ L(G) with (T −1 T ) ≺ = (U U −1 ) ≺ and p, F ≺ q with F finite and (T U ) ≺ ∈ O p,q F . By Theorem 2.5, we can replace O p,q F with a smaller basic open set if necessary to get q = tu, for some t ∈ T and u ∈ U . By (C-Shrinking), we can take finite
(for the last inclusion, note that if we had t ′ ≺ t and q ′ ≺ q with t ′−1 q ′ ∈ U then
F . This shows that the product is continuous.
To show that T → (T −1 T ) ≺ is an open map, it suffices to show that, for any finite F with p, F ≺ q,
. then p = pp −1 p ∈ (q ≻ U ) ≺ ∈ L(G), by Proposition 6.1. Also (5.5) yields U = (T −1 T ) ≺ , where T = (q ≻ U ) ≺ , so (5.2) yields
Thus F C q ≻ \ T , by (4.12), and hence T ∈ O p,q F , as required.
Remark 6.4. Originally, Exel only considered inverse semigroups S with 0 in their canonical order ≤, where the idempotents E(S) necessarily form a ∧-semilattice (see [Law98, §1.4 Proposition 8]). Taking (G, ≺) = (S \ {0}, ≤), it follows that G (0) = E(S) \ {0} is a bi-pseudobasis so the unit space L(G) (0) is necessarily Hausdorff, by Theorem 2.13. However, as we are considering more general ordered groupoids, even our unit space L(G) (0) may not be Hausdorff, only locally Hausdorff.
We also immediately see that the representation (O p ) p∈G of G in L(G) is not just a concrete local bi-pseudobasis, as shown in Proposition 3.3, but also a subgroupoid of the groupoid of all open bisections of L(G) as, whenever s(p) = r(q),
It only remains to show that we can reverse this process and recover anétale groupoid from a given subgroupoid of bisections, as in the following result. This generalises [Exe10, Theorem 4.8], as the unit space X (0) is no longer required to be totally disconnected (or even Hausdorff and, moreover, instead of inverse semigroup bases, we consider more general ordered groupoid local bi-pseudobases).
Theorem 6.5. If G is an ordered subgroupoid of bisections which is also a concrete local bi-pseudobasis of anétale groupoid X then X is isomorphic to L(G) via
x → T x = {O ∈ G : x ∈ O}.
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, x → T x is a homeomorphism, we just need to show that it is also a groupoid isomorphism. As T −1 x = T x −1 , we only need to show that (6.1) s( ∈ e ∋ r(y). By (Cover), we have some some q ∈ T y and then (Point-Filter) yields f ∈ T r(y) with e, r[q] ⋑ f . As G is an ordered subgroupoid, f |q ∈ T y so f = r[ f |q] ∈ (T y T −1 y ) ⋐ even though f does not contain s(x) and so f / ∈ (T −1 x T x ) ⋐ . This completes the proof of (6.1). If G ∋ p ⋑ qr, for some q ∈ T x and r ∈ T y , then certainly xy ∈ p and hence p ∈ T xy . Conversely, for any p ∈ T xy , we have r[p] ∈ T r(x) . Taking any q ∈ T x , we also have r[q] ∈ T r(x) . By (Point-Filter), we have some e ∈ T r(x) with r[p], r[q] ⋑ e. As G is an ordered subgroupoid, e |q ∈ T x , e |p ∈ T xy and hence q −1 | ee |p ∈ T y . Thus p ⋑ e |p = e |qq −1 | ee |p ∈ T x T y so p ∈ (T x T y ) ⋐ , showing that T xy = (T x T y ) ⋐ .
This finishes our locally tight groupoid construction. The order theoretic approach taken here is in line with similar approaches to Paterson's universal groupoid in [Len08] and [LMS13] and Exel's tight groupoid in [LL13] . We feel this is the simplest approach, which also makes it clear that the topology on the resulting groupoid depends only on the order structure. However, there is an alternative partial action approach which would be more in line with Paterson and Exel's original constructions (see [EP16] ), as we briefly outline here.
Specifically, instead of considering the locally tight spectrum L(G) on the entirety of G, one restricts to the units L(G (0) ). For each T ∈ L(G (0) ), an equivalence relation ∼ T is defined on s −1 [T ] by g ∼ T h ⇔ ∃e ∈ T (g| e = h| e ).
The germ of g at T is [g, T ] = g ∼T × {T }. To turn these germs into a groupoid, for each g ∈ G, a map β g from O s(g) ⊆ L(G (0) ) onto O r(g) ⊆ L(G (0) ) is defined by β g (T ) = (g ≻ T g −1≻ ) ≺ .
The product of germs is then defined by )).
